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Abstract: A widespread issue that exists in today's connected digital world is an omnipresent threat of a complete and total
DDoS attack. This could potentially wreck major processes and businesses, thereby creating a digital terror attack. This has
become a common and increasingly popular choice of attack for hackers by far and large. DDoS attacks paralyze Internet
systems by overwhelming servers, network links and network devices (routers, firewalls, etc.) with bogus traffic. Servicelevel agreements (SLAs) are violated, triggering costly service costs. Company reputations are damaged, sometimes
permanently. Irrelevant to the type of DDoS attack, current techniques used to deal with them fall short of mitigation & fail
to provide business continuity. The current incumbent systems are not equipped to deal with the most modern forms of
DDoS attacks as effectively. They are based on an old foundation method of recognizing a DDoS attack based on reactive
approach. For effective prevention, there is a strong need of a proactive approach to detecting and obfuscating a DDoS
attack.
Our proposed system will be monitoring the incoming & outgoing traffic continuously & try to identify a potential threat to
our system. It will do this by monitoring for various aspects of the Internet traffic such as the frequency of the packets, check
for half-open connections at specific intervals, check for the finish bit, port number that the packet is sent to, etc. It is
capable of detecting live DOS attacks and limiting the bandwidth being utilized by the attacker. Also additionally, our tool is
capable of detecting attacks which were already done(using its logs) or are going on live. Thus, the expected outcome from
our software is that the servers network links, and network devices to function seamlessly by nullifying the DDoS attacks.
Keywords – DDoS Attack, OpenBSD, PF Firewall, IDS, SYN, Packet Filtering, ICMP Packet.
dealy/obstruction to provide complete protection against

I. INTRODUCTION
Simulation and prevention of a DDoS attack implies creation

today's most sophisticated DDoS attacks.

of a virtual network, a DDoS attack on the network, and

There are methods & softwares available to tackle DDoS

active obfuscation of the network. The rapid growth and the

attacks. But almost every software has shortcomings which

increase in the use of the Internet have made the security of

limit the area of its usage. One such technique called

the Internet increasingly important. The bandwidth of the

“Cryptographic storage & network firewalls” studies the

network has become one of the primary concerns in the

effect of different network anomaly-based attack detection

present world.

techniques. This has methods of attacks stored in its memory.

Huge multinational companies use Physical Firewalls and

It then monitors the traffic for similar attempts after which it

expensive softwares which need huge resources to Block and

can block the attacks. But, if the attacking technique is new

Nullify the DDoS attacks. Such expensive techniques cannot

or even a modified version of an old technique, this tool will

be used by all the companies. Although firewalls have an

fail to thwart the attack[1].

important task in an organization's security structure, they are

Our tool follows an approach where the tool will look for

not built as a DDoS attack prevention devices. In fact,

indications of a packet being malicious depending on the

firewalls have certain inherent features

parameters defined by us. It will log & monitor all the
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incoming / outgoing traffic on

real-time basis. Once it

detects a threat, as it looks for symptoms of an attack as
programmed, it will take steps to nullify/limit the attack. The
software will send a status report to the admin from time to
time with a notification if a repeat offender IP is found so that
the admin can blacklist it if needed.

Algorithm
Step 1: Real-time logging & monitoring started.
Step 2: Check the header files of the incoming packets
identify the type of that packets.
Step 3: If the packet type is ICMP, go to step 4. If it is TCP,
go to step 5. If it is UDP, go to step 6.
Step 4: Check the frequency of the packets from that

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We are proposing a step-by-step approach to identify types of
attacks & building modules to prevent them. A basic tool for
detecting & identification of packets & their frequency will
be implemented. Further improvements & additions will be
done to this tool as the project reaches higher stages of

particular IP. If the frequency is more than the set limit, then
log the IP, reduce the bandwidth to that IP & generate
dynamic rules for firewall. Go to step 7
Step 5: Check if the FIN bit of the packet is SET. If yes, drop
the packet. Otherwise, check if the acknowledgement signal
is delayed beyond a period. If so, drop the packet. Check the

research & implementation.

log for the frequency of that packet & if it is beyond a certain
limit, then log the IP, reduce the bandwidth to that IP &
generate dynamic rules for firewall. Go to step 7
Step 6: Follow the process of Step4. Further, check the
destination port of the packet. If it is an unopened port, then
log the IP, reduce the bandwidth to that IP & generate
dynamic rules for firewall[3]. Go to step 7
Step 7: Send report of throttled connections & logs to
network administrator, if any. Block or Open connection to
IPs if directed from the administrator.
Step 8: End
Tools Used
1.

Snort - Intrusion Detection

2.

PF Firewall - Creating queues; Application specific
bandwidth allocation

Fig 1: Attack Counter Life Cycle

3.

Python Script - Core Programming

4.

QT Designer - End User GUI

Monitoring of different aspects of a packet will be done on a

III. ARCHITECTURE

real time basis depending of the need of the software at that
time. For example, the frequency, FIN bit of a packet,
destination port number, etc. When the tool identifies a
potential attack, it will limit the bandwidth allocated to that
IP thereby stopping any DOS attacks from that IP[2]. Figure
1 above shows the process cycle of the tool. It is explained in
detail in the algorithm below.

The system will be housed between the nodes & the internet.
It will be placed before the firewall to avoid an attack on
firewall like the Illegal flag flood. The system will monitor,
identify & nullify possible DDoS attacks. We can use an
inhouse script, third-party tool or an IDS to monitor the
traffic. In this scenario, we are using a third party tool – PF
(OpenBSD).
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IV. OUTPUT

Fig 3: Output - Packet Count
The output performance of this tool can be measured in its
ability to correctly detect malicious(non-genuine) packets
from a series of genuine packets. To check this, we have

Fig 2: Proposed System Architecture

Network Traffic: This is all the incoming & outgoing
network traffic that passes the firewall from in & out of the
system. Logger: The Logger module will log all the incoming

employed the tool in ICMP mode & we simulated internet
traffic with a DOS attack IP of 192.168.43.14. Below is the
output that the tool gave in the mentioned scenario[9].

& outgoing traffic on the network in a text file on the desired

Figure 3 above shows the software which is employed in

location. It will read the header files of the packets & identify

ICMP attack detect mode. Hence, it counts the frequency of

the packet & mention it in the logs as well. The logger can be

the total number of packets received/sent with the IP. The

rd

anything from a self-compiled tool to a 3 party application

output shows us that the tool was able to correctly identify &

or a IDS[4].

dynamically block the attacker IP resulting in the restoration

Rules: This is a collection of modules that contain the rules

of the network connection in under 10 seconds.

that are set by us which have been programmed with the steps

Source IP

Flood attacks, Illegal TCP flag flood, ICMP flood, etc.

Type
of
Packet

Packet
Count

Expected
Result

Actual
Result

Control Center: This is the brain of the system. The Control

ICMP

192.168.1.10

209

Genuine

Genuine

center takes all the decisions in the system. The control center

ICMP

192.168.43.176

10

Genuine

Genuine

ICMP

192.168.43.177

3

Genuine

Genuine

accordingly. If a malicious packet is detected[6], it uses the

ICMP

192.168.43.14

25718

Malacious

Malacious

rules from the rules module to take action to nullify the attack

ICMP

192.168.43.1

158

Genuine

Genuine

ICMP

google-publicdnsa.google.com

1

Genuine

Genuine

to nullify the different types of DDoS attacks[5] like SYN

monitors the generated logs continuously. It tries to decide
whether a packet is genuine or malicious and takes steps

& thereby maintaining proper network functioning. The
Control center also checks for previous attack attempts from
a particular source & if it finds similar previous attempts, the

Table 1: Attack Counter Life Cycle

data is sent to the system administrator[7] for further actions

Now, according to the predefined rules in the tool, it

that need to be taken.
Packet Limiter or Blocker: This module will block limit
packets as directed by the Control Center. This may be a selfdeveloped firewall[8] or a third party firewall like PF.
25 | IJREAMV03I073119

concluded that the IP 192.168.43.14 is an attacker IP due to
the large amount of packets sent in less than 10 seconds[10].
Thus, the tool will actively limit or block the traffic from that
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IP. Now, during the attack, the connection may temporarily

detect such techniques & adding this functionality in the

disconnect for a short span of time. It will resume as soon as

software.

the attack is nullified.
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